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Spiking Neural Networks, the last generation of Artiﬁcial Neural Networks, are characterized by its bioinspired nature and by a higher computational capacity with respect to other neural models. In real
biological neurons, stochastic processes represent an important mechanism of neural behavior and are
responsible of its special arithmetic capabilities. In this work we present a simple hardware implementation of spiking neurons that considers this probabilistic nature. The advantage of the proposed implementation is that it is fully digital and therefore can be massively implemented in Field Programmable
Gate Arrays. The high computational capabilities of the proposed model are demonstrated by the study
of both feed-forward and recurrent networks that are able to implement high-speed signal ﬁltering and
to solve complex systems of linear equations.
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1. Introduction
Artiﬁcial Neural Networks are attempting to reproduce the human brain and therefore its amazing
properties in terms of perception, signal processing and reasoning. Many eﬀorts have been done to
reproduce those systems from the simple perceptron1
model to the much more realistic and biologically inspired spiking neural model.2,3 The processing capacities of neural systems arise from the
collective behavior of simple processing elements
(the neurons). Many research ﬁelds demand the
use of neural networks due to their great capacity
in classiﬁcation,4,5 identiﬁcation6 associative memory or pattern recognition.7–10 Neural systems are
also present in biological11 and medical12–14 applications, control systems,15,16 prediction and forecasting,17 optimization,18,19 and robotics.20–22 Spiking
neural models are also used to understand basic brain
behavior.23,24 This wide range of applications are
possible due to the use of diﬀerent training and evolutionary algorithms.20,25,26
The diﬀerence between the neural models present
in the literature resides in the type of processing

of each neural element, ranging from the thresholding of weight-accumulated input spikes to more
complex temporal processing and coding based on
delta functions (spikes) in spiking neural networks
(SNN).2 The natural evolution of this research ﬁeld
is to ﬁnd eﬃcient and biologically consistent circuit designs for its hardware implementation since
those systems are much more reliable and faster
than software simulations. The hardware implementations present in the literature use analog,27–29 digital30,31 and also mixed signal circuits,32,33 but none
of them considers the probabilistic nature of information transmission of real biological systems. Spiking Neural Networks are bio-inspired models that use
delta functions to represent the Action Potentials
of real neurons. The binary (spike) representations
lends itself to dense digital circuit implementation
and therefore to exploit the processing capabilities of
neural systems opening the door to real-time information processing.34
An important question about nervous systems is
how spike trains are coding the information. There is
no question about the use of ﬁring rate codes, but the
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Table 1.

Main characteristics of timing and rate codes.

Timing codes
Rate code

Codiﬁcation
eﬃciency

Coding/
decoding
complexity

Learning
complexity

High
Low

High
Low

High
Low

existence of more complex codes as delay coding35
is currently subject of substantial debate.36 The use
of timing codes (dependent on the speciﬁc timing of
spikes and not only on the ﬁring rate) would require
great demands on the spatio-temporal precision with
which real neurons need to be connected and the
learning process would be quite complex. An advantage of temporal codes is that they can be one or two
orders of magnitude more eﬃcient than rate code
in terms of information transmission.37 In Table 1
we compare the two alternative codes showing their
shortcomings and advantages.
Depending on the underlying neural activity,
spike trains may present a regular38 or a stochastic
behavior.36 The apparent lack of spike patterns has
been one of the principal arguments in favor of ﬁring rate coding with respect to temporal codes. The
observed chaotic nature of spike trains is in part due
to the mechanism of synaptic transmission that relies
on stochastic processes. It have been reported that
each synaptic vesicle releases its contents of neurotransmitters from the neuron presynaptic terminal
with a given probability.36 Therefore, the intrinsic
stochastic behavior of real biological neurons suggests the need to create nondeterministic stochastic neural models to obtain a more realistic neural
behavior.
In this paper we propose a new stochastic-based
spiking neural model to be implemented in digital
circuitry. The advantage of this approach is the possibility to create large-scale Stochastic Spiking Neural
Networks (SSNN) with capacity of parallel computation.
2.

Stochastic Spiking Neural Networks

In this section we show how a realistic bio-inspired
stochastic neural model can be implemented in hardware to reproduce the observed chaotic behavior of
real biological systems. The synaptic transmission
of neurons is governed by stochastic processes since

each synaptic vesicle releases its contents of neurotransmitter with a given probability once an action
potential is generated. If a low number of release
sites are present in the pre-synaptic neuron, then the
transmission of the pre-synaptic action potential to
the other neurons can be modeled by a random variable. We deﬁne the probability of signal transmission
from the jth to the kth neuron as ‘pkj ’. If the number
of release sites of the jth neuron is high enough, this
transmission probability is close to ‘1’ and the connexion is assumed to be reliable. The parameter pkj
represents the weight of the connection between two
neurons ranging from weak connections (low transmission probability) to strong connections (transmission probability close to one). The inclusion of
this probabilistic process creates a stochastic neural
behavior in the neural ﬁring. Therefore, probabilistic
laws govern spiking signals when they interact with
neurons, leading to a wide range of mathematical
functionalities.
For the creation of large-scale spiking neural networks, we consider the use of the Integrate-and-ﬁre
(IF) neural model due to its simplicity. A perfect
integrate-and-ﬁre analogue model consists of a single capacitance that integrates the charge delivered
by the synaptic input in addition to a ﬁxed and stationary threshold voltage uth for spike initiation (see
Fig. 1). The IF model does not reproduce in detail
the time course of action potentials but includes the
essential mechanism of neural behavior. Therefore,
it is assumed that no information is present in the
action potential waveform envelope but on its timing characteristics (inter-spike intervals). An advantage of the IF model is that it can be implemented
using digital circuitry. In Fig. 2 we show a possible implementation by using a universal shift register. All the bits of the register are stated to a low
value except of one single bit that represents the state
potential of the neuron. If an excitatory (inhibitory)
signal arrives at the input, then the register performs
a shift-right (shift-left) change. Once the active bit
of the register arrives to the rightmost position it is
assumed that the membrane potential of the neuron
is surpassing the threshold voltage and the register
returns to the resting position. The behavior of the
circuit of Fig. 2 can be modeled by a cyclic ﬁnite state
machine where the presence of a pulse at the excitation (inhibition) signal increases (decreases) the
state. All the states provide a zero value (see Fig. 3)
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Fig. 1.

The Integrate-and-Fire Neural model (IF ) is one of the simplest descriptions of neural behavior.

Fig. 2.

Hardware implementation of an IF model considering stochastic processes.

at the output except the last state (u7 in Fig. 3) that
activates uout . Once the upper state is reached the
next is the resting state. The rightmost bit of the
register (uout ) codiﬁes the presence or absence of an

action potential. This bit indicates when the membrane potential is under (uout = 0) or over (uout = 1)
the threshold value. If the shift register is simpliﬁed
to one single bit (replacement of the shift register
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Fig. 3. State machine describing the behavior of the
proposed stochastic digital neuron.

by a single D-Flip-Flop) we obtain the most simple
implementation of this IF digital model.
Diﬀerent inputs (excitatory and inhibitory bits
ej and ij ) can be connected to the register by using
OR gates. These OR gates implements the addition
of all incoming inputs and the membrane potential
ﬂuctuates depending on the value of these signals.
In addition to the excitatory and inhibitory bits we
also include stochastic signals to reproduce the nondeterministic transmission of action potentials (pkj ).
Each of these stochastic bits ﬂuctuates between 0
and 1 with a given probability. For the generation
of these stochastic signals we use a pseudo-random
number generator that can be modeled by the ﬁnite
state machine shown in Fig. 4. The state machine is
composed of N states that are randomly connected
between them.

Fig. 4. State machine describing the behavior of the
module that generates the stochastic bit pkj .

The signal pkj is activated if and only if the actual
state is under the input ‘n’. Since the connection
between states is chosen randomly, the signal pkj is
also random with an activity being proportional to
the ratio n/N . Therefore, the transmission of information is dependent on the excitation and inhibition probabilities (pkj and p∗kj ) of incoming signals.
The generation of stochastic bits can be obtained
by using a pseudorandom (LFSR) or random number generator39,40 and a comparator (see Fig. 2). At
each moment, the output of the comparator (signal
pkj ) will be equal to zero (if a ﬁxed binary number P kj is lower than the current random number
Rn ) or one. Therefore, when using LFSR systems,
the signal pkj switches between one and zero with
a probability equal to pkj = P kj /(2n − 1) (being n
the number of bits of binary signals P kj and Rn ).
The main advantage of implementing those stochastic processes is that incoming signals (that also are
ﬂuctuating chaotically since they are generated by
other stochastic neurons) are weighted by a probability factor (through the AND gates). This is due
to the fact that at the AND gate output a switching signal is generated with a probability of change
equal to the collision probability of the two inputs.
The random number generator can be implemented
by using a LFSR or a chaotic circuit.39,40 A chaotic
circuit can be implemented easily inside a FPGA by
using digital gates.40 The methodology proposed in
Ref. 40 provides a chaotic bit stream to the output
of the circuit. From this chaotic bit stream we can
create a random bit stream following the methodology shown in Ref. 39. At the same time the resting
voltage value uo can be ﬁxed or variable.
In Fig. 5 we show the measurements of the digital
neural model implemented in a Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA). It can be appreciated that the
state signal us increases (decreases) its value each
time an excitatory (inhibitory) signal arrives (the
two top signals in Fig. 5). Due to the probabilistic
nature of input transmission the output signal generated is also stochastic, thus reproducing the Poisson
distribution observed in the ﬁring activity of real biological neurons. The proposed stochastic model can
be used as a useful tool for exploring the computation
capabilities of real biological systems with the added
advantage of exploiting the parallelism of hardware
implementations (in contrast to software simulations
where the models are executed sequentially).
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Fig. 5. Measurements of the digital model of SSN. Membrane potential is described by internal state us [7..0] while us [7]
is the response of the neuron (uout ). As can be appreciated, excitatory (inhibitory) connexions (the two upper signals)
increases (decreases) the state us .

The proposed IF digital model of Fig. 2 includes
the use of a clock signal. The clock period can be
understood as being related to the time response of
neurons. Since current FPGAs devices can operate
with frequencies of the order of 500 MHz, it implies
neural responses of the order of a few nanoseconds.
Other important aspect of the model is that the
membrane potential (signal u) is not using a binary
representation since only one single bit is activated at
each time. This fact implies a higher simplicity since
it is not necessary to implement a binary comparator to verify that the potential is over the threshold
voltage. Although this method provides a lower precision than a binary representation we obtain a very
simple neural model that can be implemented with
a low number of digital gates. In the case of the neuron of Fig. 5 the number of logic elements used in an
FPGA is of the order of 10 (current FPGA circuits
can include to the order of 106 logic elements). This
fact implies the possibility to implement thousands
of neurons working in a parallel mode in a single chip
of today’s technology.
3. Applications of the Model
3.1. Feed-forward systems of SSNN
can be applied to fast signal
filtering
A well-known property of neurons in the mammalian
visual cortex is their ability to implement 2D linear ﬁlters to input visual objects.41,42 Simple receptive ﬁelds are able to implement 2D Gabor ﬁlters so
that neural circuitry is able to respond to images in
a given orientation while ﬁltering the others. This
kind of ﬁltering has special applications on image

processing for edge detection. The main assumption
is that this ﬁltering is the ﬁrst step of a series of neural actions devoted to recognize objects and shapes.
In Fig. 6 we show how a Gabor ﬁlter can be implemented using a simple feed-forward spiking neural
network with only one layer of neurons. The input
image creates a neural activity proportional to the
light intensity that stimulates the neural output
layer. The weights of the connections (represented
by the probability of stimulus transmission) are equal
to the impulse-response of the Gabor ﬁlter. Therefore, the feed-forward network implements the convolution of the image with this unit impulse response.
In the example that is implemented in this work,
each neuron at the output layer is connected to nine
neurons at the input (that provide the image information). The distribution of these weights is shown
in Fig. 7. The values used in Fig. 7 are obtained from
the unit impulse response of a Gabor ﬁlter.
The main functionality of the ﬁlter is to enhance
the edges of the image in a pre-deﬁned orientation
while attenuating any other characteristic.
To prove the capacity of the proposed system to
implement linear ﬁlters we implement a simple SSNN
with one output layer of 100 neurons. This network is
processing a black and white input image of 10 × 10
pixels. The image to be ﬁltered is shown in Fig. 8
(left image). This image is related to the activity of
the input synapses of each neuron. These inputs are
assumed to be the output signal of the photoreceptors of the image. All these inputs are random in
nature and the switching activity is directly related
to the pixel intensity.
In the right image of Fig. 8 we show the activity
induced at the output layer of the network. These
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Fig. 6.
image.

Application to 2D image ﬁltering. Each neuron of the output layer implements a linear function of an input

activities also present a stochastic behavior. The ﬁring rate of the output layer highlights the horizontal
edges of the input image while other image features
are ﬁltered.
Using similar methodologies any kind of linear
ﬁltering (as a complete edge detection system) can
be built using a simple feed-forward neural network.
Due to the low number of layers used (in this case 1
single layer) the computation speed of the network is

quite high since only one single synapse is needed to
ﬁlter the image. For the implementation of the digital circuit we used an ALTERA Cyclone III FPGA
(EP3C16F484C6N) that includes the order of 16,000
logic elements. The computation speed of the network was about 40 ns (that implies a capacity of the
order of 25 millions of computations per second).
This high computation speed is due to the intrinsic parallelism of neural systems and enables its use
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Fig. 7. Weights used for the connection between the input and the output layer. Positive (negative) values represent
excitatory (inhibitory) connections.

Fig. 8.

Neural response (right image) of the feed-forward stochastic spiking neural network to an input image (left).

for ultra high-speed signal processing. Compared to
software implementations of Gabor ﬁlters, the proposed system is several orders of magnitude faster.43

3.2. Recurrent SSNN are able to solve
complex cross-correlated equations
In the previous subsection we studied the capacity of feed-forward SSNN to implement linear ﬁlters

(in particular, the implementation of a Gabor ﬁlter).
In general, feed-forward SSNN are able to implement both spatial and temporal ﬁlters to input stimuli. For the case of recurrent SSNN the computation
capabilities of networks are more complex. Far from
providing an exhaustive study on recurrent SSNN
we analyze here the simplest IF digital neural model
that is characterized by a shift-register composed of
one single bit.
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Consider the case in which we have a network
composed of n simple stochastic neurons connected
in a complete topology. We deﬁne uj and pjk as the
switching activity of the jth neuron and the weight of
connection from the kth to the jth neuron, respectively. We also deﬁne an external excitation ij0 to
the jth neuron representing the inﬂuence of external
environment to the network.
Assuming low values for ij0 and pjk we can estimate the activity of each neuron (uj ) as:
uj ∼
= ij0 +

n


uk pjk .

the conductance matrix) being equal to:
G = I − P,

where I and P are the identity and weight matrix,
respectively.
Note that (2) is simply a system of n linear equations with n unknown values (internal activities uj )
given an external activity ij0 . The network is able
to solve the system (2) since the neural activity (uj )
follows the equation:

(1)

u = G−1 i.

k=1

This equation can be expressed in a matrix
form as:
Gu = i,

(2)

where u and i are n-dimensional vectors representing the internal activity and the external excitation,
respectively. G is a square matrix (that we deﬁne as

(3)

(4)

Therefore, from a known matrix G (that is dependent on the values of the connection weights) the
network is able to quickly obtain its inverse G−1 . In
Fig. 9 we show the measurements obtained in a recurrent SSNN of 10 neurons connected in a complete
topology (thus implying a total of 100 synapses).
Results from Fig. 9 have been obtained from a

Fig. 9. Estimation of the inverse matrix (G−1 ) from a random conﬁguration (a 10 × 10 weight matrix P). The results
obtained with the SSNN are nearly the same than the real values (MATLAB simulations).
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Fig. 10.

Performance comparison between SSNN and MATLAB.

random connection matrix P and the inverse matrix
G−1 is taken from the measured neural activity in
the FPGA.
The comparison of the performance of neural systems and processor-based computers is quite complex due to the diﬀerent nature of both systems.
The results provided here regarding the capacity
of solving n-dimensional linear systems opens an
opportunity of comparing the two systems. The
capacity of neural networks relies in the high parallelism that can be achieved with those systems while
processor-based methods are intrinsically sequential
processes.
In Fig. 10 we compare the computation time
needed to solve an N -dimensional linear system
between a SSNN and MATLAB. We compare with
MATLAB since this is a mathematical tool that is
commonly used by scientists so it can be used as a
ﬁrst reference. In the graph we show the computation
time with respect to the number of synapses needed
to solve the system by using a recurrent SSNN (N 2 ).
It is found that MATLAB needs approximately a
computation time proportional to N 3 while the computation time of neural networks is held constant due
to the parallelism. The diﬀerence is higher than one
order of magnitude although the operation frequency
of both systems is quite diﬀerent (50 MHz for the

FPGA used to implement the SSNN and 2.26 GHz
used by an Intel Core i5-430M for the MATLAB
results).

4.

Discussion

Neural Networks are very attractive computational
systems due to their intrinsic parallelism and their
ability to implement any kind of computation. To
study those systems it is interesting to use biologically inspired digital models due to the capability
of current technology to implement dense digital circuits in FPGAs. In this paper we propose a simple
digital implementation of a stochastic Integrate-andFire spiking neuron that is able to mimic some of
the most signiﬁcant properties of biological neurons.
The inclusion of the intrinsic probabilistic nature
of signal transmission enables the introduction of
weights in neural connections. It has been shown
that feed-forward and recurrent Neural Networks
are able to implement signal ﬁlters and to solve
large systems of cross-correlated equations. The proposed digital circuit can be used to experiment with
complex neural systems in order to understand the
behavior of real neural circuitry. It is also a useful
way to implement ultra high-speed image processing
systems.
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5.

Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a new spiking neural model
that can be implemented directly in hardware to
exploit the intrinsic parallelism of neural systems.
This represents an advantage with respect to experiments based on simulations. The novelties of this
work are:
(1) Presentation of the SSNN that is based on
the Integrate-and-ﬁre model but including the
intrinsic stochastic processes of real biological
neurons. Therefore the model has a biologically
inspired nature.
(2) Two modes of operation are studied:
• Feed-Forward SSNN that allow its use as linear ﬁlters. This ﬁltering capacity is measured
with an FPGA implementation. The results
presented here are related to Gabor ﬁlters
(that we know that the mammalian cortex
performs, as shown in Refs. 41 and 42).
• Recurrent SSNN. In this case we show a different mathematical property of SSNN. In the
recurrent mode they are able to solve linear
systems of equations.
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